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It is essential that correct temporal order of cellular events is maintained during animal
development. During postembryonic development, the rate of development depends on
external conditions, such as food availability, diet, and temperature. How timing of cel-
lular events is impacted when the rate of development is changed at the organism level
is not known. We used a unique time-lapse microscopy approach to simultaneously
measure timing of oscillatory gene expression, hypodermal stem cell divisions, and cuti-
cle shedding in individual Caenorhabditis elegans larvae, as they developed from hatch-
ing to adulthood. This revealed strong variability in timing between isogenic
individuals under the same conditions. However, this variability obeyed “temporal
scaling,” meaning that events occurred at the same time when measured relative to the
total duration of development in each individual. We also observed pervasive changes
in timing when temperature, diet, or genotype were varied, but with larval development
divided in “epochs” that differed in how event timing was impacted. Yet, these varia-
tions in timing were still explained by temporal scaling when time was rescaled by the
duration of the respective epochs in each individual. Surprisingly, timing obeyed tem-
poral scaling even in mutants lacking lin-42/Period, presumed a core regulator of timing
of larval development, that exhibited strongly delayed, heterogeneous timing. However,
shifting conditions middevelopment perturbed temporal scaling and changed event
order in a highly condition-specific manner, indicating that a complex machinery is
responsible for temporal scaling under constant conditions.
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Numerous cellular events that occur during animal development, such as cell division,
cell movement, and gene expression, must be tightly coordinated in time to allow for-
mation of a functional organism with a correctly established body plan. However, despite
our increasing understanding of the regulation of developmental timing (1–3), how cells
in developing organisms measure time and execute events in the correct temporal order
remains poorly understood. Moreover, the rate of postembryonic development in animals
is affected by external conditions, such as food availability, diet, and temperature. For
example, severe dietary restriction extends the duration of larval development in the nema-
tode worm Caenorhabditis elegans as much as tenfold, without apparent defects in develop-
ment (4). How the timing of individual developmental events is adjusted in response to
such changes in the organism-level rate of development is not known.
This question about developmental timing has a parallel in the context of spatial pat-

terning during development. It has been shown that spatial gene expression patterns
often scale with organ or embryo size, that is, with the spatial pattern adjusted in each
individual organ or embryo so that the spatial features occurred at the same position
relative to its overall size (5–8). For example, in Drosophila embryos, gap genes are
expressed in bands along the anteroposterior body axis (9, 10). These bands have
highly stereotypical positions relative to the embryo’s size, even though this size shows
significant variability between individuals (6). Moreover, embryos of closely related spe-
cies that vary greatly in size exhibit the same number of bands with similar position rel-
ative to the size of the embryo (6). Here, we examine whether, analogous to scaling of
spatial patterns in development, the timing of development exhibits temporal scaling,
meaning that, when the organism-level rate of development is changed, the timing of
individual events is adjusted so that they still occur at the same time, when measured
relative to the total duration of development. Such a mechanism would ensure the cor-
rect synchrony of developmental events even when organism-level timing is changed in
an unpredictable manner by shifts in external conditions.
Due to its invariant cell lineage and highly stereotypical development, C. elegans is

an ideal model for studying developmental timing. Its postembryonic development
consists of four larval stages (L1 to L4) that are separated by a molting event, where a
new cuticle is synthesized, and the old cuticle is shed (11). After the final L4 molt, ani-
mals enter adulthood. There is a clear periodic aspect to C. elegans development, with
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molts occurring every ~10 h at 25 °C. Moreover, larval stages
are accompanied by oscillatory expression of ∼20% of genes,
with peaks occurring once per larval stage (12–14).
Molecular mechanisms that have been proposed for regula-

tion of developmental timing include oscillators, that encode
time in periodic changes in protein level, and “hourglass”
mechanisms, that record time in the steady accumulation or
degradation of proteins (15). Developmental timing has been
extensively studied in C. elegans, leading to the discovery of het-
erochronic genes (2, 3). Heterochronic genes such as lin-14
and lin-28 show expression levels that decrease during larval
development, suggestive of an hourglass mechanism (16, 17).
Indeed, mutations that perturb the lin-14 and lin-28 temporal
expression patterns lead to timing defects, with the identity of
events in one larval stage switched with those of a later stage or
repeated in subsequent stages (18). At the same time, these
mutations otherwise have only limited impact on developmen-
tal timing on the organism level, for example, the duration of
larval stages. In contrast, the heterochronic gene lin-42 is
expressed in an oscillatory manner during development, peak-
ing once every larval stage. In lin-42 mutants, developmental
timing is severely perturbed, with strong animal-to-animal vari-
ability in larval stage duration (19). The body-wide, oscillatory
expression dynamics of lin-42, together with its impact on lar-
val stage duration, makes lin-42 an interesting candidate for a
global regulator of developmental timing. Intriguingly, lin-42 is
a homolog of Period, an important component of the circadian
clock in Drosophila and higher organisms (20). Hence, it has
been speculated that lin-42 forms part of an oscillator-based
timer that allows cells and organs to read out developmental
time (11).
How timing of individual events is impacted by changes in

the organism-level rate of development is poorly characterized.
Timing of C. elegans larval development is often measured at
the population level, by examining the developmental stage of
animals sampled from age-synchronized populations. This
approach has limited time resolution and does not allow mea-
suring timing of multiple events within the same individual.
The latter is a particular problem for mutants such as lin-42,
where developmental synchrony between individual animals is
lost. However, the alternative approach of following individual
animals was, until recently, performed by hand, limiting the
number of animals that could be examined. We have recently
developed a microscopy approach that allows automated imag-
ing of individual C. elegans larvae during their entire develop-
ment and at single-cell resolution (21), making it possible to
measure the timing of cellular events in many individual larvae.
Here, we used this approach to simultaneously measure the
timing of three recurring developmental events (oscillatory
expression of a molting cycle gene, hypodermal stem cell divi-
sions, and cuticle shedding) in individual C. elegans larvae, both
upon changes in environmental conditions (temperature and
diet) and in mutants that increased the duration of larval devel-
opment up to threefold.
Our measurements uncovered strong variability in event tim-

ing between individuals, as compared to duration of larval
development, even in isogenic animals under identical environ-
mental conditions. Strikingly, this variability obeyed temporal
scaling, meaning that events occurred at the same time when
rescaled by the total duration of development in each individ-
ual. Moreover, changes in average timing between populations
that differ in genotype or environmental conditions were not
always explained by a simple change in the overall rate of
development of the organism. Instead, we found that larval

development is divided into distinct epochs, which are sequen-
ces of events that, upon variation in conditions or genotype,
exhibit changes in timing that are identical, and differ from
changes in timing observed for events in other epochs. Yet, this
variation in timing between populations also obeys temporal
scaling, provided that event times were rescaled by the duration
of individual epochs, rather than total duration of develop-
ment. Surprisingly, we found this was even the case for lin-42
mutants, suggesting that, while lin-42 is crucial for setting the
duration of larval stages, it is dispensable for controlling event
timing relative to each larval stage. However, condition shifts
during larval development perturbed temporal scaling and
inverted event order, in a manner that depended on the type of
shift. This hints that a complex machinery, potentially requir-
ing coordination of different timing mechanisms, is responsible
for temporal scaling under constant conditions.

Overall, our results show that the broad variation observed
between individuals, environmental conditions, and genotypes
in the timing of cellular events during C. elegans postembryonic
development can be captured by the simple concept of tempo-
ral scaling, thereby revealing a precise adaptation of cell-level
timing to changes in the organism-level rate of development.
These observations raise the important question of how tempo-
ral scaling is implemented by the molecular mechanisms that
control timing of larval development.

Results

To examine how developmental timing is coordinated at the
organism level in developing C. elegans larvae, we measured the
timing of multiple developmental events that occurred fre-
quently during larval development: seam cell divisions, oscilla-
tory gene expression, and ecdysis. Seam cells are hypodermal
stem cells that divide asymmetrically once every larval stage,
yielding one hypodermal cell and one seam cell (Fig. 1 A
and D) (22). Seam cells V1 to V4 and V6 undergo an addi-
tional symmetric division at the start of L2, doubling their
number. Oscillatory gene expression is a pervasive phenomenon
in C. elegans, with thousands of gene transcripts oscillating dur-
ing development with the periodicity of the molting cycle
(12–14). We focused on wrt-2, a hedgehog-like protein
expressed in seam cells, that peaks in expression once every lar-
val stage (12, 21) (Fig. 1 B and D). Ecdysis is the shedding of
the old cuticle at the end of each larval stage (Fig. 1 C and D).
By focusing on these three events, we captured qualitatively dif-
ferent developmental processes, while their repetitive nature
allowed us to capture many events in a single experiment.

To accurately measure timing of individual events, we used a
time-lapse microscopy approach to follow the full ∼40 h of
postembryonic development of individual C. elegans larvae with
single-cell resolution (21). Briefly, embryos were placed inside
hydrogel chambers filled with sufficient Escherichia coli, as food
source, to sustain development into adulthood, while constrain-
ing animals to the field of view of the microscope at each stage.
By capturing fluorescence and transmitted light images with
fast exposure time, we could image developmental dynamics in
individual cells inside moving larvae, without immobilization.

To visualize seam cell divisions, we used the strain heIs63[
wrt-2p::H2B::GFP,wrt-2p::PH::GFP], with GFP targeted to the
nucleus and membrane of seam cells (23). Since seam cell divi-
sions occurred close in time, we defined the time of each round
of divisions as the average time at which V1 to V6 cells have
divided. Because the heIs63 reporter is under the control of
the wrt-2 promoter, it enabled simultaneous measurement of
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oscillatory wrt-2 expression. Fluorescent images were analyzed
automatically using custom-written software to extract the
mean GFP fluorescence intensity of seam cells. The time of
expression peaks was extracted from the fluorescence profiles,
by fitting their dynamics with a combination of Gaussian func-
tions and a linear offset (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, section S4).
Finally, the time of the ecdysis was defined as the time when
the shed cuticle was first visible in the transmitted light image
(Fig. 1C). For details on data acquisition and analysis, see SI
Appendix, sections S1–S3.

Scaling of Developmental Timing in Individual Animals. We
first quantified developmental timing, that is, the time of seam
cell division, wrt-2 expression peaks and ecdysis relative to
hatching, under standard conditions: wild-type animals fed
E. coli OP50 at 23 °C (Fig. 1 E and F). Individual animals
showed strong variability in the total duration of development
(∼40 h), defined as the time between hatching and L4 ecdysis,
with a ∼10-h difference observed between the first and last ani-
mal to enter adulthood. We observed similar variability in the
timing of all measured events (Fig. 1F). The variability in tim-
ing was uncorrelated with the position of each animal in the
microchamber array (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 A–G), ruling out
that it represented systematic variation due to spatial gradients in
temperature and/or chemical environment. Moreover, we found
similar timing variability in populations propagated by picking
single individuals for 5 to 11 generations (SI Appendix, Fig. S1H),

indicating that it did not result from underlying genetic variation
between individuals. We therefore concluded that this variability
in timing is intrinsic.

For some events, such as the second seam cell division and
the first ecdysis, the magnitude of the variability was larger
than the average difference in timing. However, we found that
the stereotypical event order was maintained in almost all indi-
viduals (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A), even for events that took place
close together in time, raising the question of how this correct
event order was maintained. Interestingly, the variability in
timing was strongly correlated: When we plotted event times ta
and tb measured in the same animal against each other, for dif-
ferent pairs of events a,b, all data points clustered along a line
(Fig. 1G and SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). This strong correlation
was even present for event pairs widely separated in time, for
example, division 1 and peak 4.

A simple argument could explain this observation. As a
measure of developmental progression, we first defined the
developmental phase /a ¼ htSa i=hTSi, where htSa i and hTSi are
the population-averaged time of event a and duration of devel-
opment under standard conditions (23 °C), respectively, with
ϕ¼ 0 and 1 corresponding to hatching and adulthood. When
we assumed that, for any event a, the event time ta , measured
in an individual animal, scales with the total duration of devel-
opment T for that animal, ta ¼ ϕa �T , even as the duration T
varies significantly between individuals, then the time at which
two events a and b occur within the same individual is related by
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tb ¼ ϕb=ϕað Þta , independent of total duration of development
T in that individual. As a result, measurements for individual ani-
mals will be clustered along a line of constant tb=tað Þ, as observed
experimentally.
Upon inspection, data for different event pairs scattered

around this scaling line (Fig. 1G and SI Appendix, Fig. S3A),
although some event pairs exhibited more variation around this
line than others. To quantify how closely the experimental data
for each event pair adhered to the above scaling relationship,
we first fitted the data for each event pair to a line of the form
tb ¼ sa,b � ta (Fig. 1G) and then calculated, for each data point,
the distance λ to this fitted line (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). The
SD σλ then measured the quality of scaling, with σλ ¼ 0 corre-
sponding to all data points exactly on the scaling line. While
event pairs that included division 1, peak 4 or ecdysis 4
appeared to exhibit a comparatively lower quality of scaling, we
found σλ < 1 h for all event pairs (SI Appendix, Fig. S3C),
which was small compared to overall differences in timing
observed between individuals.
We could reproduce these observations with a simple, phe-

nomenological model. We assumed that development pro-
ceeded with average rate 1=hT i, and each event a occurred at a
specific average phase ϕa , but with animal-to-animal variation
in T , that remained constant throughout development, and
variability in ϕ that was uncorrelated between different events
(SI Appendix, section S5). If the variability in ϕ was sufficiently
small, data for event pairs clustered along lines (SI Appendix,
Fig. S3 G and H), indicating temporal scaling, with few
changes to event order (SI Appendix, Fig. S2C). Increasing vari-
ability in ϕ reduced the quality of scaling and caused changes
in event order, with events taking place close together in time
impacted most strongly.
Overall, our results show that the measured changes in tim-

ing between individuals can be fully explained by simple rescal-
ing with the total duration of development in each individual.
This means that, if an animal executed, for example, its first
seam cell division earlier than the rest of the population, it was
highly likely to be similarly early in executing all subsequent
events for the rest of larval development. This explains how
animals maintain correct event order despite the observed vari-
ability in timing of individual events.

Scaling of Developmental Timing upon Changes in Temperature.
Changes in environmental conditions typically change the dura-
tion of development, yet how timing of cell-level events is adjusted
to such changes is an open question. To address this, we first mea-
sured event timing in individual animals maintained at different
temperatures, as the duration of larval development increases with
decreasing temperatures (24). As expected, we observed that, as
temperature was reduced from the standard temperature of 23 °C
to 19 °C and 15 °C, the duration of larval development increased
from 39 ± 2 h to 57 ± 1 h and 105 ± 2 h, respectively. Likewise,
we found that, as temperature decreased, individual events were
delayed more strongly relative to standard conditions (Fig. 2A).
To examine the impact of changing temperatures on average

event timing, we examined the time evolution of the develop-
mental phase ϕ. Our earlier definition ensured that, under stan-
dard conditions (23 °C), ϕ increases with constant rate 1=hTSi
(Fig. 2B). If the total duration of development increases or
decreases, for example, due to shifting environmental condi-
tions, ϕðtÞ will change, so that the same developmental phase
ϕ is reached at a different time t compared to standard condi-
tions. When we measured the average time of each seam cell
division, wrt-2 peak, and ecdysis for 19 °C and 15 °C, we

found that, while the phase indeed increased at a lower rate com-
pared to 23°C, its increase was still linear in time (Fig. 2B),
meaning that all measured differences in average timing were
explained by a constant change in the organism-level rate of devel-
opment, 1=hTi.

When we examined event times in individuals, we found simi-
lar variability in timing for animals at 19 °C and 15 °C compared
to 23 °C. Moreover, times of event pairs still clustered along lines
(Fig. 2C), meaning that variability in timing between individuals
was explained by temporal scaling also for these conditions, even
though the deviations away from the scaling line were generally
stronger than seen for 23 °C (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B): The quality
of scaling was decreased for all event pairs, in particular at 15 °C.
Interestingly, this increase in variability away from the scaling line
was accompanied by more-frequent changes in event order (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2B), with most animals at 15 °C reversing order
of seam cell divisions and ecdysis in the L1 and L2 larval stages.
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This result argues against a mechanism that controls event order
by causally linking subsequent events, for instance with initiation
of seam cell divisions required to trigger the subsequent ecdysis.
Finally, we found that, although timing of all events was delayed
for 19 °C and 15 °C compared to 23 °C, event pairs clustered
along the same line, independent of temperature. This indicates
that temporal scaling cannot only explain variability in timing
between individuals but also changes in timing between develop-
ment under different environmental conditions. In the latter case,
this means that events occurred at the same relative time, when
rescaled with the population-averaged duration of development
observed for each temperature, even as development at 15 °C was
slowed approximately threefold compared to 23 °C.
We could reproduce these observations in our mathematical

model, using the simplest assumption that the observed changes
in timing resulted only from a uniformly lowered rate of devel-
opment (“Uniform” model; Fig. 3A), as seen experimentally
(Fig. 2B). Indeed, stochastic simulations showed that the times
of event pairs for the “Uniform” model clustered along the
same scaling line as for standard conditions, even though the
average times for the “Uniform” model were significantly
delayed (Fig. 3 B–D). To test this systematically for all event
pairs, we defined the deviation of scaling δ as the signed angle
between the lines that fit the data for standard and perturbed
conditions (Fig. 3C), with δ > 0 meaning that the line for per-
turbed conditions has a higher slope than for standard condi-
tions. Here, we used the difference between angles rather than
slopes, as the slope diverges when the first event a occurs close
to hatching, ta ≈ 0. For the “Uniform” model, we found that
δ¼ 0 for all event pairs (SI Appendix, section S6).
Next, we tested whether this held for our experimental

observations. For each event pair a and b measured in the same
individual, we calculated the angle θ ¼ arctan tb=tað Þ and the
deviation from scaling as δ¼ θP � θS , the difference between
the average angle for standard (S , 23 °C) and perturbed (P ,
19 °C or 15 °C) conditions, with δ ≈ 0 indicating that the data
for standard and perturbed conditions clustered along the same
line. In addition, we also used the two-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test to estimate the probability that the θ distributions
measured for standard and perturbed conditions were drawn
from the same distribution. This analysis showed that most
event pairs at 15 °C and 19 °C (Fig. 2 D and E) lie along the
same line as data for 23 °C; that is, changes in timing between
temperatures are fully captured by temporal scaling with dura-
tion of development. At 15 °C, we observed significant devia-
tions from scaling only for event pairs that included divisions 2
to 4 or ecdysis 4. Interestingly, these deviations are consistent
with the permutations in event order for 15 °C (SI Appendix,
Fig. S2B), indicating that these permutations reflected changes
in timing of seam cell divisions, not ecdyses.

Impact of Changes in Diet on Developmental Timing Differs
between Epochs. To test whether temporal scaling is also
observed under qualitatively different changes in environmental
conditions, we studied the impact of changes in food uptake
and diet on timing of individual events. Total duration of
development can be changed by providing animals with food
other than E. coli OP50 (25–27). Here, we used two different
approaches. To mimic reduced food uptake, we fed the stan-
dard diet, E. coli OP50, to eat-2(ad1113) mutants that exhibit
a fivefold decrease in pharyngeal pumping and hence ingest
bacteria at a lower rate (28). In addition, we grew wild-type
animals on a diet of E. coli HB101, which was reported to have
faster larval development (25).

The total duration of development was slightly different
in eat-2 mutants (40 ± 2 h) and wild-type animals on HB101
(38 ± 1 h), compared to standard conditions of wild-type ani-
mals on OP50 (39 ± 2 h; Fig. 4A). However, we observed
more-complex changes in timing when we examined the aver-
age timing of seam cell divisions, wrt-2 peaks, and ecdyses (Fig.
4B). For eat-2 mutants, the developmental phase increased line-
arly with time, with a lower rate compared to standard condi-
tions, consistent with the “Uniform” model. However, for
animals fed HB101, the increase of phase in time did not
appear to be linear. Instead, development was separated into
multiple epochs, that is, sequences of events that differed in
how their timing was impacted by changing diet. Events in the
first epoch (hatching to division 3) occurred with the same tim-
ing as under standard conditions. In the second epoch (peak 2
to ecdysis 3), the phase increased at the same rate, but with a
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∼2-h pause compared to standard conditions. In comparison,
events in the third epoch (peak 4 and ecdysis 4) were executed
much earlier. This shows that the reported earlier entry into
adulthood on HB101 (28) did not reflect a general speed-up in
larval development, but a more complex combination of paus-
ing and acceleration.
The comparatively small differences between standard condi-

tions and animals fed HB1010 raised the question of whether
the data for HB101 were indeed not explained by a simple
rescaling of time, as for changes in temperature, but required a
more complex timing model. We focused on the apparent delay
between epochs 1 and 2, and ignored the changes in timing of
epoch 3, as the small number of events in that epoch made it
difficult to constrain timing models. We constructed a phe-
nomenological model analogous to the “Uniform” model, that
incorporated the pause separating epochs 1 and 2 (“Pause”
model; Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, section S5). Stochastic simula-
tions of the “Pause” model (Fig. 3 B–D) showed that times of
event pairs still clustered along a line, reflecting temporal scal-
ing between individuals. However, this line deviated from the
scaling line for standard conditions. Interestingly, the experi-
ments reproduced these simulation results. Data for both eat-2

mutants and fed HB101 still clustered along a line (Fig. 4C),
consistent with temporal scaling between individuals, although,
compared to standard conditions, the quality of scaling was
decreased (SI Appendix, Fig. S3E), and we observed more-
frequent permutations of event order for events that occurred
close in time (SI Appendix, Fig. S2D). However, for animals
fed HB101, but not for eat-2 mutants, some event pairs exhib-
ited small but systematic deviations from the scaling line for
standard conditions (e.g., event pairs 2 and 3 in Fig. 4C), as
seen in the “Pause” model.

When we calculated the deviation from scaling δ between
the “Standard condition” and “Pause” models, we found that it
exhibited a specific pattern (Fig. 3E): While timing of event
pairs that both occurred before the developmental pause
matched the line for standard conditions, event times clustered
along a line with higher slope (δ > 0Þ when one event occurred
before and the other after the pause, with stronger deviations if
both events were close to the pause. When both events
occurred after the pause, event times clustered along lines with
lower slope (δ < 0), with stronger deviations when events
occurred farther apart in development. When we calculated δ
for all experimentally measured event pairs, we found a clear
difference between eat-2 mutants and animals fed HB101 (Fig.
4 D and E). Whereas, for eat-2 mutants, we found δ ≈ 0 for
most event pairs, animals fed HB101 showed significant devia-
tions from scaling that resembled, both in magnitude and sign,
those predicted by the “Pause” model.

We then compared the performance of the “Uniform” and
“Pause” models in reproducing the experimental data as follows
(SI Appendix, section S7): We used least-squares fitting to
obtain values for the magnitude and timing of the pause that
minimized the difference in δ between experiments and the
“Pause" model (Fig. 4E, Inset). The resulting fit accurately
reproduced δ for events in epochs 1 and 2, but underestimated
δ for peak 4 and ecdysis 4, confirming that they form a separate
epoch. Next, we fitted the remaining free parameter, the devel-
opmental rate 1=hT i, to minimize the difference in the average
event time as function of developmental phase (Fig. 4B). Nota-
bly, this curve provided an excellent fit to the data in epochs 1
and 2, even though the qualitative shape of this curve depended
only on the timing and magnitude of the pause, and was thus
fully determined by the fit to δ. A similar fit of the data in
Fig. 4 B, D, and E to the “Uniform” model showed that, while
data for eat-2 mutants were best fit by the “Uniform” model,
the “Pause” model formed a much better fit for animals fed
HB101 (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).

The timing of the pause at the mid-L2 larval stage was nota-
ble, as it coincided with the developmental window during
which animals, if deprived of food, decide whether to enter
dauer, a stress-resistant arrested state (29, 30). We therefore
examined whether the pause reflected a transient activation of
the dauer regulatory machinery, potentially induced by nutrient
stress due to the HB101 diet. DAF-2/insulin signaling controls
dauer entry and is triggered by nutrient stress (31). As a mea-
sure of insulin activity, we monitored nuclear translocation of
DAF-16, as DAF-16 enters the nuclei of many cells both dur-
ing food deprivation and in dauer (31). We confirmed that our
time-lapse imaging approach could detect DAF-16 nuclear
translocation in time, as we observed a strong increase in
nuclear DAF-16 in the late-L2 stage of daf-2 mutants that enter
dauer even with food present (32) (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A–C).
When we examined wild-type animals fed OP50 or HB101, we
found that DAF-16 was almost always cytoplasmic, with no
difference between the two diets (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 D–F),
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indicating that the pause in animals fed HB101 was not due to
different insulin signaling activity. Insulin signaling activity also
controls developmental rate (33), raising the possibility that the
variability in timing we observed might result from variation in
insulin signaling between individuals. However, our data do
not support this, as we observed no correlation between DAF-
16 nuclear localization and ecdysis time in individual animals
(SI Appendix, Fig. S5G).

Perturbed Developmental Timing and Growth in lin-42
Mutants. For wild-type animals on HB101 we observed devia-
tions from temporal scaling even as diet had only minor impact
on total duration of development. To seek stronger perturba-
tions of developmental timing and, potentially, temporal scal-
ing, we measured event timing in mutants of the heterochronic
gene lin-42, for the following reasons. First, lin-42 plays an
important role in molting, with mutants showing longer larval
stages, strongly reduced synchrony between individuals in pro-
gression through larval stages, and frequent developmental
arrest, with all these phenotypes increasing in severity as devel-
opment proceeds (19, 34, 35). Second, lin-42 mutants exhibit
heterochronic phenotypes in multiple organs (19, 20, 36, 37),
indicating a body-wide role for lin-42. In addition, lin-42 is
expressed in an oscillatory manner, peaking once every larval
stage (20). This, together with the homology of lin-42 to the
circadian clock gene Period, led to the speculation that lin-42
acts as a global developmental timer (11, 19). Finally, lin-42
regulates the expression of many microRNAs, including those
involved in timing through the heterochronic pathway, and
binds to the promoter of many genes (38–40). Because of this
wide-ranging impact on developmental timing and gene expres-
sion, lin-42 appeared, to us, to be a prime candidate also for a
core component of a potential scaling mechanism. Hence, we
examined whether lin-42(0) animals displayed stronger devia-
tions from temporal scaling than observed under changes
in diet.
We used the lin-42(ox461) allele that deletes the entire lin-

42 locus and shows the strongest perturbation of molting cycle
progression (34). Indeed, developmental progression varied
strongly between individuals, with animals arresting at different
stages of development and frequently skipping seam cell divi-
sions (SI Appendix, Fig. S6A). Most animals skipped the L4
seam cell division and ecdysis, a heterochronic phenotype
observed before (19). Moreover, the timing of larval develop-
ment was highly delayed and variable, as seen, for example, by
comparing the time of the L3 ecdysis (42 ± 8 h for lin-42(0),
compared to 28 ± 1 h for wild-type animals). In addition, lin-
42(0) animals showed reduced growth, as measured by the
increase of body length and width over time in individual ani-
mals (Fig. 5 A and B and SI Appendix, Fig. S6 B and C). In
particular, we observed a fraction of animals that stopped grow-
ing completely between the L2 and L4 larval stage, with some
reaching body lengths of only 0.3 mm, compared to 0.9 mm
for wild-type animals. Surprisingly, all animals that arrested
growth appeared to otherwise continue development: They
underwent multiple rounds of ecdysis, seam cell divisions, and
wrt-2 expression peaks (Fig. 5C). After molting, lin-42(0) ani-
mals often remain stuck in their old cuticle, and it was
suggested that this interferes with the ability to feed (34). How-
ever, we observed growth arrest also in animals that appear to
shed their cuticle normally. Moreover, growth-arrested animals
also displayed pharyngeal pumping, suggesting that growth
arrest was not simply caused by inability to take up food.

Temporal Scaling Explains Most Variability in Timing of lin-42
Mutants. We then asked whether the increased variability in
development of lin-42(0) mutants reflected errors in control of
developmental timing. When we compared times of event pairs
between individuals, variability in timing was indeed dramatically
increased compared to wild-type animals (Fig. 5D). Yet, surpris-
ingly, for many event pairs, the data clustered along a line, indi-
cating that this variability in timing scaled between individuals.
Indeed, the quality of scaling was comparable to other conditions
we examined (SI Appendix, Fig. S3F), with strongly reduced qual-
ity only seen for events that occurred in L4, a stage rarely reached
by most lin-42(0) animals, and in pairs where one event occurred
before peak 2 and the other event after. Moreover, we found that
event order was well maintained (SI Appendix, Fig. S2E).
Growth-arrested animals did not develop more slowly, and their
developmental timing did not exhibit stronger deviations from
temporal scaling (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 D–F), suggesting that the
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timing of development was largely independent of physical growth.
Together, these results suggested that the strongly increased vari-
ability in timing was not due to intrinsic errors in timing, corre-
sponding to changes in the developmental phase ϕ, but rather
because of increased variability in the overall rate of development,
1=hT i, between individuals.
To test this hypothesis, we first measured the evolution of

the developmental phase in lin-42(0) animals (Fig. 5E). We
found that development separated into two epochs that differed
in changes to timing: In the first epoch (hatching to division
3), developmental phase increased at the same rate as in wild-
type animals, while, in the second epoch (from peak 2 onward),
the phase still increased linearly but with a strongly decreased
rate compared to wild-type animals. We then used the same
procedure as above to fit our experimental data to a model
(“Rate change”; Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, section S5) that
incorporated the observed change in developmental rate. First,
we calculated the deviation from scaling δ between the data for
wild-type and lin-42(0) animals (Fig. 5F). Next, we fitted δ, as
predicted by the “Rate change” model, to the experimental
data, thereby obtaining values for two model parameters, the
developmental phase at which the rate change occurred and the
ratio of the two developmental rates. The resulting fit accu-
rately reproduced the experimental observations (Fig. 5F, Inset),
outperforming other models (SI Appendix, Fig. S4A). This
showed that the measured deviations from scaling were fully
explained by the observed change in the developmental rate.
Finally, we obtained the value of the remaining free parameter,
the developmental rate of the first epoch, by fitting the phase
evolution of the “Rate change” model to that measured experi-
mentally, with, again, good agreement between model and
experiments (Fig. 5E). Overall, these results show that most dif-
ferences in timing between lin-42(0) mutants and wild-type
animals are explained by the change in developmental rate in
the mid-L2 stage, combined with strongly increased variability
in total duration of development between individuals.
However, a subset of event pairs exhibited timing that devi-

ated strongly from temporal scaling, as measured by the scaling
quality (SI Appendix, Fig. S3F). The hallmark of scaling is that,
if an individual executes one event early compared to the popu-
lation, then all subsequent events are equally early. Event pairs
that showed low scaling quality often violated this rule. For
example, some animals that were among the first to execute
division 3 exhibited an exceptionally late peak 3, resulting in
many points away from the scaling line (Fig. 5D, event pair 2).
In general, the durations of the first and second epochs were
often poorly correlated in lin-42(0) animals, in particular com-
pared to standard conditions and wild-type animals fed HB101
(SI Appendix, Fig. S7 A–C). Simulations showed that this com-
paratively weak correlation reproduced the observed deviations
from scaling (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 D–G). This suggested that
the lack of scaling for these event pairs did not represent timing
errors but rather reduced correlation between the developmen-
tal rates of the two epochs.

Loss of Epochal Organization upon Shifts in Conditions. We
found that, upon a constant change in external conditions,
either all events changed timing in the same manner (tempera-
ture, eat-2 mutants) or all events within an epoch did (HB101
diet, lin-42(0) mutants). These coordinated changes in timing
ensured that event order was largely maintained, even as the
timing of individual events was shifted by many hours. This
observation raised the question of whether such coordinated
changes in timing between events in an epoch are seen for all

condition changes. We addressed this by examining the impact
of a qualitatively different kind of condition change, namely,
shifting external conditions middevelopment.

We first subjected animals to a shift in temperature from
19 °C to 23 °C in the L2 larval stage. The rate of development
increased notably after the shift to higher temperature (Fig. 6 A
and C). We tested whether changes in average timing were sim-
ply described by development at the rate observed for 19 °C
prior to the shift, and the rate for 23 °C after. Indeed, when we
used the measured rates for 19 °C and 23 °C and the observed
shift time, the “Rate change” model accurately captured the
measured average timing for most events, without any free fit-
ting parameters (Fig. 6C). However, a clear exception was the
timing of peak 4. Whereas this peak always preceded ecdysis 4
by 3 h at 23 °C, upon temperature shift, this order was
reversed, with peak 4 now observed 1 h after ecdysis 4 (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2). Other events also showed reversals in order,
but these occurred much closer in time than peak 4 and ecdysis
4. When we compared the deviation from scaling between stan-
dard conditions and the temperature shift experiment, we
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Fig. 6. Loss of epochal organization upon condition shifts. (A) Develop-
mental timing in a larva at standard conditions (black) and in animals
shifted in temperature (green) or food abundance (blue). Arrows indicate
time of the shift from 19 to 23 °C (green) or full depletion of food (blue). (B)
Body length versus time for standard conditions (black, average, error bars
are SEM) and animals shifted to no food (blue). Dark blue line corresponds
to the individual in A. Gray lines indicate average ecdysis time for standard
conditions. Animals arrest growth directly after depleting food in L3. (C)
Developmental phase versus time in animals at 23 °C (black) and 19 °C
(magenta), and in animals shifted from 19 to 23 °C (green). Arrow indicates
the average time of the temperature shift. Green line is the “Rate change”
model, assuming that development progresses at the 19 °C rate prior to
the average shift time, and the 23 °C rate after. (D) Developmental phase
versus time in well-fed animals (black) and animals shifted to no food
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depleted. (E and F) Deviation from scaling for animals subjected to shift in
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found that it strongly resembled the prediction by the “Rate
change” model (Fig. 6E). The only exception formed event
pairs that included peak 4, consistent with the delayed timing
of peak 4 relative to ecdysis 4.
Next, we subjected animals to a shift in food abundance. We

loaded microchambers with a reduced amount of OP50. Under
these conditions, animals developed with normal body growth
and timing for early larval development (Fig. 6 B and D) but
fully depleted their food supply around the L2 ecdysis, which
was accompanied by immediate halting of body length exten-
sion. Similar to our observations in lin-42(0) mutants, we
found that development proceeded even after growth arrested,
as all L3-specific events (peak 3, division 5, and ecdysis 3) were
executed. However, we did not observe any subsequent
L4-specific events (peak 4 and ecdysis 4), consistent with larvae
entering starvation-induced L4 arrest (41). The timing of the
L3 events was delayed compared to standard conditions (Fig. 6
A and C), but with clear differences between events. The time
of peak 3 was delayed, both because it started later and also due
to its increased duration. Division 5 was similarly delayed.
However, ecdysis 3 occurred with a timing much closer to that
for standard conditions. As a result, the order of events was
shifted, so that ecdysis 3 typically preceded peak 3 and division
5 (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). This was further confirmed when we
examined the deviation from scaling (Fig. 6F). Whereas the
deviation was strong for event pairs including peak 3 and divi-
sion 5, the deviation was much weaker for ecdysis 3, meaning
that the timing of ecdysis 3 was close to that expected for ani-
mals on standard conditions.
Our observation that, under a constant change in diet or

genotype, events were linked in epochs that changed their tim-
ing in a coordinated manner suggested that these events were
intrinsically linked in their timing: For example, they might all
be controlled by a single timer. However, our observation here,
that this epochal organization is not maintained under shifts in
conditions, implies that timing of these events is controlled by
independent timers and, hence, that their organization in
epochs seen under other conditions reflects a precise synchroni-
zation in timing.

Discussion

By performing time-lapse imaging on individual C. elegans larvae,
we found that timing of seam cell divisions, wrt-2 gene expression
oscillations, and ecdysis varied widely, not only when genotype or
environmental conditions were changed but even between geneti-
cally identical individuals under the same conditions. Surprisingly,
we found that all this variation in timing could be explained, to a
great extent, by simple, phenomenological timing models that
relied on the concept of “temporal scaling.”
In these models, the complexity of developmental progres-

sion is reduced to the evolution of a developmental phase in
time (Fig. 3). Animal-to-animal variability arises because each
animal proceeds through its phase evolution at an intrinsically
different rate, giving rise to the strongly correlated variability
we measured for timing of event pairs. As a result, timing
between individuals exhibits temporal scaling; that is, events
occur at the same time when measured relative to the total
duration of development in each individual. Varying conditions
or genotype results in changes to the evolution of developmen-
tal phase. While, in some cases (changes in temperature,
impaired food uptake in eat-2 mutants), the rate of phase evo-
lution changed uniformly for all events, in other cases (HB101
diet, lin-42(0) mutants), larval development was divided in

multiple epochs that differed in how the evolution of phase is
impacted. In the latter case, changes in timing between animals
of different genotypes or raised under different conditions
could not be explained by simple rescaling with total duration
of development. However, event timing did exhibit temporal
scaling, when taking into account these epochs; that is, events
occur at the same time when measured relative to the duration
of each epoch. While these phenomenological models do not
provide a molecular mechanism for temporal scaling, they
reveal a remarkably simple organization that unifies the perva-
sive variation in timing seen in our experiments.

It is striking that isogenic animals under identical environmental
conditions showed substantial variability in developmental timing.
It is unlikely that this reflects systematic variation in environmental
conditions, such as temperature, between animals in our experi-
ment setup or genetic variation (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Similar
individual variability was observed recently in the timing of lethar-
gus, as measured by behavioral assays with a similar level of envi-
ronmental control (42, 43). Overall, these results suggest that this
variability in timing is intrinsic, reflecting a variation in develop-
mental rate between individuals. What controls this variation?
Recent work showed that animal-to-animal variability in timing of
the L4 ecdysis, that is, the transition into adulthood, correlated
with age of the mother at fertilization (44), with embryos gener-
ated by older mothers developing more rapidly. This was linked to
the amount of yolk proteins loaded in each embryo, which
increased with the mother’s age, suggesting that the rate of larval
development is determined by the status of nutrient stores in the
embryo. It is surprising, however, that this variation in rate persists
throughout development, particularly as larvae depend, for growth,
on feeding rather than internal stores. We observed that the rate of
early-larval development was poorly predictive of the late-larval rate
for animals at 15 °C and in lin-42(0) mutants (SI Appendix, Fig. S7).
For lin-42, this might reflect a role in maintaining the develop-
mental rate at the embryo-set level, but could also reflect that
the severity of the lin-42(0) phenotype, as it emerges in the mid-
L2 stage, is independent of the early-larval developmental rate.

For wild-type animals fed HB101 and lin-42(0) mutants, we
observed discontinuities in the developmental rate that sepa-
rated larval development into multiple epochs (Figs. 4B and
5E). Interestingly, even though the nature of the discontinuity
differed, with a pause for HB101 diet and a rate change for lin-
42(0) mutants, in both cases, the transition between the first
and second epochs occurred at the mid-L2 larval stage. At this
developmental stage, animals may decide to enter the stress-
resistant dauer state if the environment is crowded or deprived
of food (29, 30), raising the question of whether the change in
developmental rate we observed reflected transient activation of
dauer decision-making machinery. However, we found that
activity of the DAF-2/insulin pathway, a key regulator of entry
into dauer (31), did not differ between animals fed OP50 or
HB101 (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). This implied that animals did
not suffer from stress due to nutrient depletion, making it
unlikely that the pause in animals fed HB101 was linked to
dauer. We therefore prefer another explanation: C. elegans lar-
vae also shift their metabolism between the L1 and L2 larval
stages, from the glyoxylate cycle to the tricarboxylic acid (TCA)
cycle (45). The glyoxylate cycle likely allows L1 larvae to use
stored lipids as an energy source, potentially rendering their
development less dependent on ingestion of food. As a conse-
quence, shifts in diet (from E. coli OP50 to HB101) or inabil-
ity to ingest or metabolize food in lin-42(0) mutants might
only impact developmental timing substantially after shifting to
the TCA cycle upon entering the L2 larval stage.
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A limit of our study is that it does not provide a mechanistic
explanation of temporal scaling. Based on its oscillatory expres-
sion and homology to the circadian clock protein Period, lin-
42 was proposed to be a core component of a clock controlling
C. elegans larval development (11). This hypothesis was sup-
ported by the strong loss of developmental synchrony between
lin-42(0) individuals. However, we found that this perturbed
timing resulted mainly from dramatically increased variability
in developmental rate between individuals, while timing of
individual events obeyed temporal scaling within each epoch.
This result argues against a key role for lin-42 in controlling
temporal scaling. One attractive, alternative mechanism to reg-
ulate timing in a manner that is synchronized throughout the
body and adapts to changes in rate of development under dif-
ferent conditions is to couple developmental timing to physical
growth. If each event occurred at a specific body size, it would
explain temporal scaling, as changes in conditions that impact
the body’s growth rate would naturally lead to concomitant
changes in developmental timing. Analogously, cell cycle tim-
ing in bacteria and yeast strongly depends on cell size and
growth (46–49). Indeed, progression of C. elegans larval devel-
opment is tightly linked to body size (24), and, under dietary
conditions that caused slow growth, larval stages lengthened so
that molts occurred at their stereotypical body size (4). More-
over, conditions that do not allow growth, such as starvation,
cause developmental arrest at the start of each larval stage (41,
50, 51). It is therefore significant that both lin-42(0) mutants
and wild-type animals shifted to no food showed continued
development without physical growth (Figs. 5C and 6A). In
lin-42(0) mutants, timing is explained by temporal scaling for
most animals and event pairs (Fig. 5 E and F), and growth-
arrested lin-42(0) individuals showed deviations from scaling
similar to lin-42(0) animals that continued growing (SI Appendix,
Fig. S6 D–F). Moreover, while wild-type animals shifted to no
food showed specific changes in timing that altered the order of
events occurring after the shift, the approximate timing of these
events was still similar to that found in animals with plentiful
food (Fig. 6D). Thus, our observation of continued development
with approximately correct timing in growth-arrested animals
rules out a mechanism where the execution of a specific event
occurs only at a predetermined body size.
Recent studies examined the dependence of developmental

timing in C. elegans, fly, and frog embryos on temperature
(52–55). Specifically, Kuntz and Eisen (54) found that the timing
of fruit fly development scaled uniformly with temperature, simi-
lar to our observations for C. elegans larval development. Intrigu-
ingly, in these studies, the measured dependence of timing on
temperature followed an Arrhenius equation (52–54), which is
historically used to describe the temperature dependence of chem-
ical reactions. Temporal scaling was hypothesized to arise because
timing of all events follows the same Arrhenius equation, that is,
varies by the same factor for a given change in temperature.
Because the rates of molecular processes are likely not only con-
trolled by temperature but also by metabolite levels, such thermo-
dynamic mechanisms might also generate temporal scaling upon
changes in diet or food uptake, as we observed. However, more-
recent measurements disputed the key assumption that all pro-
cesses follow the same Arrhenius equation (52, 53), raising the
question of whether thermodynamic mechanisms by themselves
are sufficient to explain temporal scaling, or whether additional
active feedback or checkpoint mechanisms are still essential.
Epochs emerged from our data as sets of consecutive events

that changed their timing in a coordinated manner upon a
constant change in environment or genotype. In particular,

events within such epochs generally did not exhibit changes in
their relative order, apart from reversals of events that occurred
close together in time (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Hence, our obser-
vation of epochs could indicate that these events were con-
trolled by the same timer. This would predict that events in an
epoch always show coordinated changes in time, regardless of
the type of condition change. However, when we shifted condi-
tions (temperature or food abundance) during larval develop-
ment, we found that some events were strongly delayed or
advanced relative to other events in the same epoch (Fig. 6).
This implies that timing of events within an epoch can be con-
trolled independently and that precise tuning and/or active syn-
chronization of timing of each individual event is required to
maintain relative order under constant environmental condi-
tions. Whereas the loss of stereotypical order in these experi-
ments did not appear to hamper development, similar loss of
synchrony between seam cell divisions and the molting cycle,
induced by a nicotinic agonist, caused larval lethality (56), indi-
cating that, in general, maintaining synchrony of developmen-
tal events is of vital importance.

One of the most enduring mysteries of development is how its
timing is regulated. Whereas we have a deep understanding of
how spatial patterns arise during development (8), our under-
standing of how events like cell division, cell movement, or gene
expression are controlled in time is still very limited. Postem-
bryonic development poses a particular challenge, as its rate of
progression depends strongly on environmental conditions such
as food availability. How timing is adapted on the cellular level
in response to such organism-level changes is an open question.
On the molecular level, developmental timing is thought to be
controlled by either oscillators or “hourglass” mechanisms. In C.
elegans, there is evidence for hourglass mechanisms (16, 17) and
oscillators (11, 14) controlling timing of larval development in
parallel, although it remains unclear how they determine the
exact time of cell-level events on the molecular level. A priori, the
core characteristic of hourglass and oscillator mechanisms (their
decay time and period, respectively) will each be impacted differ-
ently by changes in conditions. Temporal scaling is only observed
when all decay times and periods are changed in the same way.
Hence, our observation of temporal scaling puts strong con-
straints on possible models that explain developmental timing of
C. elegans larval development.

Materials and Methods

Additional information on experimental methods, analysis, and models is pro-
vided in SI Appendix, Supplementary Text. Briefly, the following mutants and
transgenes were used: heIs63[Pwrt-2::GFP::PH; Pwrt-2::GFP::H2B; Plin-48::
mCherry] (23); eat-2(ad1113) (28); lin-42(ox461) (34); zIs356[Pdaf16::daf-16a/b-
gfp; rol-6]; stIs10131[elt-7p::H1-wCherry; unc-119(+)]; and daf-2(e1368) (32).
For time-lapse experiments, we refer to standard conditions as wrt2p::GFP animals
fed E. coli OP50 at 23 °C. For experiments in perturbed conditions, we varied one
experimental parameter (genotype, temperature, or diet) while keeping the others
unchanged. Division and ecdysis times were recorded by manual annotation, while
peak times were determined by fitting to wrt2-p::GFP fluorescence intensity.

Data Availability. All analyzed timing data , analysis scripts and simulation scripts
have been deposited in Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6276446) (57).
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